To extend the Clinical LOINC (Logical Observation Identifiers, Names, and Codes) semantic schema to support (1) the representation of common types of assessment instruments and (2) the disambiguation of versions and variants that may have differing reliability and validity.
Clinicians and researchers strive to optimally diagnose patients and to track the changes in their health and how such changes impact their lives. Structured assessment instruments can be used to reliably measure a broad range of attributes of patient health and status. Unfortunately, the lack of standard terminologies or coding systems for these instruments limits sharing, re-use, and analysis of changes in these measures. Moreover, some instruments are locally modified in ways that may change their meaning and accuracy, such that it might be inappropriate to compare data collected from different versions of the instruments.
The use of concept-oriented terminologies can significantly improve the sharing and re-use of the clinical information they encode. 4, 5 Computer-mediated decision support, outcomes assessment, and quality assurance systems require that clinical data be encoded using such terminologies. LOINC (Logical Observation Identifiers, Names, and Codes) is one such coding system. LOINC has been extended to represent and store data from standardized nursing instruments. 6 However, other types of instruments, such as structured interviews and diagnostic algorithms, pose additional challenges that require extensions to LOINC. Moreover, LOINC needs to be extended to address the fact that different versions or non-standard implementations of questions within standardized instruments can change their meaning, even though many clinicians and researchers mistakenly assume that they are equivalent.
The common assumption that all variant uses of an instrument are identical can lead to medical errors and limit their detection. For example, imagine that a patient's symptoms are repeatedly measured with versions of an instrument whose reference ranges are not the same. Reference ranges for different versions can have different widths, and their baselines can shift. For example, the Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale (BPRS) 1 measures symptoms on a fuzzy scale from "not present" to "extremely severe." Some variants do not clarify what constitutes "mild" or "severe" in the context of each symptom. Thus, young clinicians who have not seen the full range of disease might think that a patient with mild disease actually has extreme disease. In such cases, patients might appear to be getting worse (or better), when they are actually remaining the same (a type I error). Similarly, clinicians who routinely work with certain patient populations might consider symptoms as mild when the standards indicate that they are severe. This can result in type II errors in which real changes are accidentally missed. Unfortunately, without the ability to distinguish among instruments and estimate their real-world reliability and reference ranges, these types of medical errors will go undetected.
Efforts to extend LOINC to support standard assessment instruments can benefit from psychometric and survey theory. Many volumes have been written on the theory and best practices of survey research, [7] [8] [9] [10] writing questions, 11, 12 designing scales and instruments, 10, 13 and psychometrically evaluating them. 14 Unfortunately, the task is not easy, as indicated by the many publications bemoaning the poor quality of health survey instruments. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] Survey methodology indicates 9 that variables must be defined along three axes: (1) the conceptual definition, which indicates what is being measured; (2) the operational definition, which is the actual question asked; and (3) the variable definition, which includes the answer options, associated internal coding values, and validation criteria.
Pragmatically, the concept definition is the researcher's hypothesis of what construct or concept is being measured by the operational and variable definitions. Until psychometric measurement studies are performed, the concept definition is only a best guess. Survey methodology research has shown that even minor changes in the operational and variable definitions can dramatically alter which construct is really assessed, and the reference range and accuracy with which it is measured. 10, 13, 14, 20 Since one goal of LOINC is to assign a unique code for each measurable entity with a significantly different clinical meaning or reference range, LOINC needs to address and model the operational and variable definitions of items within assessment instruments. The current LOINC extensions for assessment instruments do model the conceptual definition and naming of variables but are not robust in modeling the operational and variable definitions.
This article reviews the current extensions added to LOINC to support assessment instruments and highlights their limitations. Then it presents an overview of the Dialogix system, which supports a broad range of assessment instruments. Next the article addresses the modeling needs of survey questions by discussing the types of modifications that can result in significant changes in meaning or reference range. Then the article shows how the Dialogix model can be adapted to meet LOINC's needs, and validates the feasibility of such an approach. Finally, the benefits and impact of such changes are discussed.
Background

LOINC
LOINC, the terminology for Logical Observation Identifier Names and Codes, was initially developed to facilitate the identification and storage of laboratory tests, 21 with a goal of being a general scheme for naming all possible patient-related observations. 22 The Clinical LOINC semantic model has been extended to classify standardized nursing assessment instruments. 6 The objective of LOINC is to create universal, unambiguous, observation (measurable entity) identifiers for use in data exchange standards, such as HL7, 23 that send information as name-value pairs. 22 Each measurable entity is classified across six axes, corresponding to six main fields within the LOINC table: Component, Property, Timing, System, Scale, and Method. The LOINC database can store additional information about each test in supplemental tables.
Fully specified LOINC names are supposed to contain sufficient information to disambiguate similar but distinct tests. Separate LOINC names and codes are given to tests that measure the same construct but have different clinical meanings or purposes. Likewise, distinct LOINC codes are assigned for tests whose reference ranges are sufficiently different that they change the meaning of the test. All of the information necessary to disambiguate these tests is supposed to be stored in the six main fields. 21 Table 1 shows how these six main fields have been adapted for standardized assessment measures. The Component field names the construct being assessed; Property roughly distinguishes between subjective and objective data; Timing indicates whether the measurement refers to a point in time or an interval; System indicates the source of data; Scale specifies the type of data collected; and Method is supposed to give sufficient information to distinguish among similar versions of the test. Each distinct item (question) within a standardized assessment is assigned a unique LOINC code. 
DIALOGIX
Dialogix, developed at Columbia University, is a framework for implementing logical or fully deterministic dialogs between humans and computers. [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] The authors developed Dialogix to support the broad range of instruments used within psychiatry, including questionnaires, structured interviews, diagnostic algorithms, and decision trees. The Dialogix framework includes a schema and syntax for defining instruments, an engine for deploying them, and a schema for storing the results and timing information collected when an instrument is used. All instruments are deployed as series of web pages that are tailored to the needs of each subject.
Instruments used in human-computer dialogs vary in the types of data they collect, and the degree to which they require complex validation, calculations, branching, and tailoring of the messages. 29 uses complex algorithms in the course of a given interview to screen for psychiatric diagnoses. Branching is the process of determining which questions should be asked. For example in the DISC, only those patients who screen positive for depression are asked detailed follow-up questions. Finally, tailoring specifies which words should be used to ask a question. Many questions in the DISC are tailored to refer to prior answers, such as the name and gender of the child, and lists of symptoms and life events.
Dialogix provides an instrument definition schema that fully and explicitly models the conceptual, operational, and variable definitions for each measurable entity. This schema (Figures 1 and 2 The column names are adopted from the Dialogix schema in Figure 1 , with the addition of ParentLOINC which links this table to the main LOINC table, and InstrumentFK which refers to the LOINC PanelElement that codifies the ordering of questions within an instrument. Note that UniqueName must be unique only within the context of a single instrument, thus ensuring that formulas, like that in Example 3, reference the proper variables. Examples 1 and 2 show two different ways of assessing Suspiciousness; and Example 3 shows how formulas are represented using this schema. A Relevance of 1 means that the question is always asked. The ActionTypes 'q' and 'e' indicate that a question should be asked, and a formula should be evaluated, respectively. None of these items required validation criteria, so that field is blank.
or perform a calculation. For calculations, the ActionPhrase is the formula to be processed and can support logical, statistical, aggregation, and textual operations. For nodes that define questions, the ActionPhrase contains the text of the question and thus constitutes the operational definition of the variable. The other fields codify the variable definition for questions by specifying the DataType, Validation criteria, and AnswerOptions, as needed. The AnswerOptions field meets this need by specifying the label for each allowable answer, the associated internal code to be used for each, and an optional anchor clarifying the meaning of the label. For example, if the label is "mild" and the question is about the degree of suspiciousness, then the anchor describes what "mild" means in that context ( Figure 3 ). The AnswerOptions field also codifies which data input style was used.
The list of possible input styles is described in the section on presentation as a source of measurement error.
The Dialogix instrument definition schema supports tailoring of questions and messages by letting the ActionPhrase and AnswerOptions text fields include embedded tailoring logic. The deployment system parses these fields to resolve the tailoring logic, which can include conditional substitutions (e.g., different words to refer to a children or youths, depending on their age) and locale-specific formatting. These messages can also include embedded Hypertext Markup (HTML) so that key points can be appropriately emphasized. Thus, the instrument definition explicitly models all possible ways of customizing the order (branching) and wording (tailoring) of questions within an instrument.
During deployment of an instrument, the Dialogix engine always starts at the first node in the instrument definition, and sequentially processes the nodes from first to last. For each node, Dialogix assesses whether the node is relevant by processing the Relevance field. If the node is relevant, then its action is performed, and the subject is asked a question or given an instructional message. If the node is not relevant, the value of "not applicable" is stored for that variable.
Dialogix deploys all of these instruments as a series of tailored web pages-a human-computer dialog. Each page contains instructions and/or questions with associated answer options. If the respondent provides valid answers for the questions, she is advanced to the next set of relevant ones. If not, she is given helpful error messages that reflect the validation criteria. If she makes a mistake, like erroneously indicating that she is male, she can backtrack, change her answer, and be given gender-appropriate questions from thereon. Dialogix performs all of the necessary validation, calculations, branching, and tailoring, rather than forcing the respondent to handle these tasks.
Respondents move forward or backward one page at a time, since jumping to arbitrary questions can violate the branching logic.
By these means, Dialogix supports the use of instruments defined and deployed as human-computer dialogs. Each node in an instrument definition contains all of the important information methodologically required to specify a single measurable entityits conceptual, operational, and variable definitions. Thus, the instrument definition explicitly models all possible ways of customizing the order (branching) and wording (tailoring) of questions within an instrument. In deployment, Dialogix records the actual order in which a subject is asked questions, including a log of backtracking to change answers; the fully tailored text of the questions asked; and the time spent and method used to answer each question.
Model Formulation Process
As part of the formulation process, it was necessary to identify the ways in which instruments can vary; the subset of those that might significantly affect reliability and validity; and the subset of those that can be realistically codified in a semantic model. Then, the modeling had to distinguish between static factors that are amenable to precoordination and dynamic attributes that should be postcoordinated as an annotation of the value in a message instance.
Sources of Measurement Error
According to survey research, there are four main sources of error, or variance, when asking health questions 9 : (1) how questions are posed, (2) the method used to ask them, (3) who does the asking, and (4) who does the answering. Differences in any of these can affect the reliability and validity of the answers. How questions are posed includes the wording and language of the questions; the context, or order, in which they are asked; and presentation attributes of the text (such as font size and emphasis), which affect the readability and comprehensibility of the questions. The method used to ask them includes face-to-face interviewing, telephone interviewing, computer assisted interviewing, and self-administration. Since different people and classes of interviewers (e.g., level of clinical training) have different biases, the quality of the data collected can vary based upon who does the asking. Finally, individuals may differ in their capability and willingness to answer questions truthfully, depending on how well they understand the questions, know the answers, and trust the person (or computer) asking them. Although the last two can introduce significant variability, only the first two are properties of the instrument and methodology themselves.
Given that minor variants in the implementation of instruments can result in significant differences in reliability and validity, how many distinct codes should there be? At one extreme, a unique code could be assigned for each minor variant, but this would reduce sharability of data that might actually be comparable. The other extreme, which is the status quo, is to assume that all variants are identical, but this approach risks type I and II errors if the questions actually have different meanings or reference ranges. The optimal approach is to have the minimum number of codes necessary to disambiguate versions with significantly different clinical meanings or reference ranges. However, this poses a catch-22. The only way to robustly assess whether there should be separate codes for two variants is first to assign each a separate code and then to conduct a measurement study to determine whether their psychometric properties are significantly different.
Fortunately, although there are many ways in which instruments can vary, only a subset of them is likely to cause significant problems. Unfortunately, there are no heuristics that predict the degree to which reliability and validity are affected by such changes; further research is needed to clarify the differences among versions. In the interim, it is prudent to use distinct codes for each version and to store all pertinent information about the test, so that measurement studies can be performed to detect potential differences. If questions are found to be essentially identical, then their codes can be merged, and values collected using those versions can be reliably compared. Alternatively, if questions are found to have different meanings or reference ranges, efforts can be made to re-scale the values collected using those questions, lest errors be introduced by attempting to compare tests with different meanings.
Examples of Unreliability
The Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale (BPRS) 1 provides good examples of how variations in wording can affect the meaning and reference range of items ( Figure 4) . The BPRS is commonly used to measure affective and psychotic symptoms in psychiatric patients. The original instrument includes 18 items, each measured along a common 7-point Likert scale. The individual items values are seldom used. Instead, the scores for each of the 18 items are added to form the total BPRS score, along with 4 subscale scores. For example, the Anxiety-Depression subscale score is the sum of the values for the items measuring depressed mood, anxiety, somatic concerns, and guilt feelings (see Example 3 of Figure 2 ).
In the 40 years since the BPRS was created, dozens of variants have been created and used, but the scores are reported as though the original version had been used. These variants include changes in the wording, order, and presentation. Fundamental research into survey design has shown that changes to any of these three factors can affect the reliability and validity of the collected data. 10 32 Thus, it may be inappropriate to compare data collected from different versions of the BPRS.
Wording
Variations in wording can occur at several levels. Instruments may be divided into sections or modules. Each module may have identifying labels describing the constructs measured in that section as well as instructions that apply for all of the questions in the module. Individual questions may also have labels identifying or summarizing the construct to be assessed, as well as question-specific instructions. When the scale is nominal or ordinal, the individual answer choices may be anchored with labels and instructions. Nominal and ordinal scales usually also have numerical coding values associated with each choice. And the answer choices are explicitly anchored as follows: 
BRIEF PSYCHIATRIC RATING SCALE (BPRS)
Please enter the score for the term which best describes the patient's condition 0 = not assessed, 1 = not present, 2 = very mild, 3 = mild, 4 = moderate, 5 = moderately severe, 6 = severe, 7 = extremely severe More commonly, variations on the BPRS lack labels and anchors for the Likert scale, and many lack question-specific instructions. Thus, typical renditions would simply instruct the clinician to rate "suspiciousness" on a scale from 1 to 7. Moreover, some unpublished, locally modified variants use codes from of 0-6 instead of 1-7.
2
As might be expected, explicitly labeling and anchoring the answer options can dramatically impact reliability and validity, 3 especially in the case of fuzzy ordinal scales like the one used in the BPRS. Without the explicit anchoring, raters may not know that delusions are a requirement for a rating of 6 or 7 on the suspiciousness scale or how well symptoms must be resolved to be labeled as "mild." The suspiciousness scale is especially problematic at psychiatric prisons, where inmates commonly threaten one another. If the apparent suspiciousness relates to real threats, the subject might get a rating of 1; but a rater unfamiliar with the patient's environment might give a rating of 7. Thus, the presence and contents of labels, anchors, and codes within the list of allowable answers can distinguish among versions and should be explicitly modeled in LOINC.
Differences in instructions can also alter the reliability and validity. Trained clinicians might not need example questions to elicit suspiciousness. Unfortunately, clinicians often forget that 13 of the 18 items on the BPRS include explicit exclusion criteria within the instructions. 2 For example, on the question of "Conceptual Disorganization," 2 the instructions are as follows:
RATE OBSERVED: Formal thought disorder: loose associations, flight of ideas, incoherence, neologisms NOT: Mere circumstantiality or pressured speech, even if marked; NOR patient's subjective impression Without such explicit instructions, clinicians may measure a different construct that includes circumstantiality and subjective impression. It is not uncommon for raters using the less explicit versions of the BPRS to deviate several points from the proper answer on standardized vignettes, 2 thus potentially altering treatment decisions. Thus, the complete instructions for each question must be explicitly modeled.
The situation gets even more complicated with some structured interviews that tailor the content of the questions and answers based on prior answers. For example, the DISC 29 asks which adults have cared for a child in the past year; the two dozen choices include extended relatives, friends, and guardians. Then the DISC asks, "Which of these adults (list of caretakers) do you feel closest to?" Interviewers must know that instead of saying "list of caretakers," they should remember which caretakers the subject mentioned and construct a grammatically correct list. Likewise, other questions refer back to gender, demographic information, lists of events, and counts of symptoms. This approach is problematic, because interviewers may forget the prior answers and construct grammatically incorrect or awkward questions. Such errors could damage the rapport between the subject and the interviewer and erode the reliability of the collected data.
Computerization can remove the variability caused by poor memory or grammar, but only if the system supports the accurate retrieval of dependent information and the robust and dynamic composition of sentences. Dialogix, with its embedded tailoring syntax, supports this functionality. Thus, LOINC needs to be able to distinguish among versions that support tailoring and those that do not.
Ordering
Psychometric research has shown that the order in which questions are asked can affect the results, 14 especially in long, self-administered instruments, during which subjects' attention might wane. Lengthy instruments or those that are hard to understand can degrade motivation, leading to false, random, or inconsistent answers. Recently asked questions can also affect expectations and alter how subjects respond to questions. Finally, there are well-recognized response styles, such as social desirability, that can affect how honestly subjects answer items. Therefore, the order in which questions are asked can affect reliability and validity.
A distinction should be made between the order in which questions are supposed to be asked and the order in which they are actually answered. The prescribed order is an attribute of the instrument itself. However, the order in which the question are answered is a property of the subject, since branching criteria determine which questions a subject will see, and subjects may be allowed to backtrack and change answers. Ideally, the semantic schema should model both.
WHITE, HAUAN, LOINC for Support of Standardized Assessment Instruments Presentation
Presentation includes both the look and feel of the instructions and questions and also to the manner in which the subject is asked to answer the questions.
The format of text messages can affect how questions and instructions are interpreted. 20 Bolding, italics, colors, fonts, and capitalization can affect the readability of items and change their phrasing. These can also draw attention towards or away from the key parts of the instructions. Thus, such textual formatting can affect reliability and validity. On the other hand, browsers for the visually impaired are able to indicate changes in formatting only by altering the emphasis of the spoken text. In such cases, only the location of the emphasis is likely to matter.
The means by which subjects indicate their answers can also affect the results. 9 There are a limited number of typical input styles for data, depending on the type of data being collected. Textual data are normally entered through typing or voice transcription. Nominal and ordinal data require selection among several categories, which can be represented visually by using graphical input elements such as radio buttons, check boxes, list boxes, drop-down boxes, and text fields. Quantitative data are often entered using free text fields or graphical sliders. Some of these approaches make all allowable choices visible, whereas others, such as the drop-down box, may not. Thus, different input styles may impose different cognitive loads, as well as require different levels of training, either one of which can impact the accuracy of the data collected.
In summary, since changes in wording, order, and presentation can affect the meaning and reference range of items within standard instruments, LOINC should model enough of these attributes to distinguish among versions of instruments. Specifically, the wording and presentation features that codify the operational and variable definitions should be modeled. Moreover, since the ordering of questions within an instrument can affect reliability and validity, the expected ordering (as defined by the instrument), and the actual ordering (as used by a subject, who might backtrack to change answers) should be captured.
Modeling Static and Dynamic Aspects of Measurement Error
The four sources of measurement error described by Aday 9 include a combination of static and dynamic factors. The static aspects comprise the instrument definition, and should be referenced by precoordinated LOINC names, whereas the dynamic aspects comprise the message instance and should be postcoordinated as an annotation to the value.
How questions are posed and the methods used to ask them consist of a mixture of static and dynamic factors. The static factors include the untailored text of the question, any embedded presentation attributes, and the default or expected order in which the question should be asked. Essentially, these static factors are the operational and variable definitions of the instrument definition and specify all of the possible ways in which the questions might be asked. The dynamic, or subject-specific, attributes of a question include the language used, the fully tailored text, the sequence in which it is asked, the modality used to ask it (such as face-to-face, telephone, or self-administered 9 ), the speed with which it is answered, and possibly the keystrokes or mouse movements used to enter the answer.
Static properties are amenable to modeling using precoordinated LOINC names. A static instrument definition can be created for each variant of an instrument, even those that support complex branching and tailoring. The LOINC Method element can be extended to reference that static definition, whose details would be stored in a supplemental table. Thus, the operational and variable definitions do not need to be passed as part of the LOINC name.
In contrast, the dynamic factors need to be postcoordinated as contextual attributes of the value part of the name-value pair. For example, the reference range of an assessment item's value is effectively defined by the text of the variable definition; thus the reference range will be dynamic if any tailoring is done. The HL7 data exchange standard supports the transmission of reference ranges as an attribute of the name-value pair in the observation reporting (OBX) segment. Although HL7 can transmit textual reference ranges, the text of the variable definition can exceed the maximum length allowed by HL7. One convenient alternative might be to transmit and postcoordinate this information using the annotation (ANO) field within the OBX segment of an HL7 message. Since Dialogix captures and stores this dynamic data, its schema could be modified for use by the ANO field. However, the modeling of these dynamic features within data exchange standards is beyond the scope of this article.
Model Description
We propose four modifications to the LOINC naming schema. First, a separate table, entitled Assessment_ Instruments, should be created, containing the eight fields of the Dialogix schema (see Figures 1 and 2 ). This table should also include a ParentLOINC field that identifies the associated LOINC code for the question and an InstrumentFK field that points to the LOINC Panel that defines the ordering of questions within an instrument. This approach allows the supplemental information needed for instruments to be fully stored without cluttering the schema of the LOINC The proposed model is an outgrowth of that used for the Dialogix system. As previously described, Dialogix already provides a schema for the conceptual, operational, and variable definitions of each measurable entity. Thus, it meets the needs for modeling the differences in wording and presentation. Moreover, Dialogix meets the needs to model ordering, even for instruments that include complex branching. Thus, the Dialogix instrument definition schema can formally model questions from assessment instruments.
The Assessment_Instruments table would contain all of the information codified in the Dialogix schema. Each of these new columns would have a distinct XML (extensible markup language) 33 syntax that conforms to the Dialogix model for those fields and maximizes the generalizability of LOINC by using Unicode 34 and standard language identification codes. 35 Figure 2 shows how the Assessment_ Instruments table would represent the BPRS Suspiciousness questions, and the Anxiety-Depression subscale calculation.
If the eight columns of the Dialogix schema were added to LOINC to support this functionality, there could be conflicts with the existing survey-specific extensions to LOINC. As seen in Table 2 , the existing LOINC extensions provide storage for the text of the questions in the Survey Question Text field, the list of allowable answers in the Answer List field, and an indication of the order of the question within the instrument in the Survey Question Source field. Moreover, the Comments field can store extra information about the conceptual definition. Finally, the Formula field can store equations, such as those needed to calculate the BPRS subscores.
These existing LOINC fields would need additional modifications to meet their currently specified purpose. The Survey Question Text field is limited to 255 characters, which is not enough to store many of the lengthy questions found in instruments like the DISC. 29 The Answer List field contains plenty of room to store the possible answers for nominal and ordinal scales, but it does not specify a consistent syntax that specifies the internal codes or anchors associated with the labeled answers. The Survey Question Source and Comments fields may be of adequate length to provide an indication of the location of the question within the instrument and a formal concept definition, respectively. However, the Formula field is not sufficiently long to store equations such as those needed for calculating the total BPRS score; and the field does not currently have a formal syntax. Therefore, these existing supplemental columns within LOINC need to be modified or replaced.
Since only 460 assessment instrument elements have been added to LOINC as of the July 2001 release, a potentially viable alternative is to migrate those instrument elements to the Dialogix schema and remove the redundant LOINC fields. Specifically, the Survey Question Source and Survey Question Text columns can be removed from LOINC. Instead, the Survey Question Source information would be stored in the Assessment_Instrument table, and LOINC PanelElement, as described below. The content of the Survey Question Text field can be replaced by the ActionPhrase field, which provides a consistent syntax for tailoring. The same ActionPhrase field also provides a standard syntax for modeling equations, so that it can replace and enhance the LOINC Formula field. The LOINC Answer List field can be fully modeled within the Dialogix AnswerOptions field, with the added benefit of a codified schema for indicating the labels, anchors, and codes. Finally, rather than use the LOINC Comment field to indicate the conceptual definition of a variable, the Dialogix Concept field could be used.
To define instruments completely, the order of questions within them and the branching logic also needs to be specified. LOINC supports a feature called pan-WHITE, HAUAN, LOINC for Support of Standardized Assessment Instruments els, which are collections of tests. The tests that comprise the panel are stored in the PanelElements field as a set of semicolon delimited names. These names are not unambiguous references to other LOINC codes; thus the field is informative rather than definitional. The LOINC panel feature could be extended to support assessment instruments. Each complete instrument could be stored as a panel, with the PanelElements field being a list of references to the LOINC codes that define the nodes within the instrument. We propose that each test variant be assigned a unique LOINC panel. This would allow the disambiguation of instruments with similar questions, but different default orders. Moreover, additional metadata describing the instrument could also be stored in the panel element, thereby replacing and enhancing the Survey Question Source field. For example, the name, version, authors, date, and purpose of each instrument should be stored as metadata. Appropriate finite sets of attributes can be adapted from those used in Arden syntax modules 36 and GLIF guidelines. 37 Alternatively, a separate Instrument_References table could be created to store this information.
The method element would need to be modified to reference the possible variants of the instrument. Rather than trying to describe the differences between the methods in a few characters allowed within the method field, we propose that a nonsemantic identifier, like an incremental counter, be used to serve as the Variant Identifier. 
Validation
The Dialogix schema has been used to computerize and deploy a wide variety of instruments. These include two large epidemiological trials, 38,39 each with nearly 2000 highly branched, multilingual, tailored questions. As of March 2002, Dialogix has been used by over 50 interviewers to collect data from over 3000 subjects as part of these epidemiological studies. Dialogix has also been used to web-enable decision trees, clinical guidelines, anonymous surveys, 27 and consumer-oriented decision support tools. 40 We have also implemented several dozen psychiatric instruments, 24 and have validated that Dialogix can implement all of the psychiatric instruments that are not copyright protected. 26 These prior results, showing the range of instruments that can be web-enabled using Dialogix, affirm that the proposed extensions to LOINC can operationalize the required instruments and distinguish among their various versions.
Discussion
This schema can resolve two limitations in the existing survey-specific extensions to LOINC. First, it can support complex instruments, such as those requiring branching, calculations, or tailoring. Second, it can distinguish among versions of instruments whose changes in wording, order, or presentation can affect the reliability or validity of the instruments.
Moreover, by adopting these recommendations, LOINC will contain fully operationalizable versions of assessment instruments. Linked with a Dialogixlike engine, users could search for the panel that defines the instrument, and a parser could dynamically extract the component questions, instantiate the instrument, and ensure that the collected data is LOINC-compatible.
The ability to completely formalize and represent standardized instruments and questions may encourage more researchers to evaluate the quality of these instruments. Currently, researchers must rely on pub-lished reliability and validity studies, even though many are quite outdated. Moreover, the most commonly used instruments are copyright protected, or sold for a profit, so it is difficult and expensive to cross-compare instruments. Despite the fact that there are guidelines for writing quality questions (e.g., avoiding double negatives, double barreled questions, vagueness), 10 these guidelines have been routinely violated in many of the established instruments, resulting in a clamor for new and improved assessment instruments. [17] [18] [19] Making it easier to represent and classify questions may lower the barriers to creating and validating better instruments.
Moreover, this approach could facilitate the efforts of journals that want the survey methodologies to be better clarified within the Methods section of publications. Some epidemiology journals request that copies of the assessment instruments be linked to their web pages. 18, 19 Using this LOINC-based approach, fully implementable versions of the instruments could be linked to the web site and described in the Methods section, thus facilitating the analysis and scrutiny of those methods.
Finally, the availability of better-defined instruments can help efforts to detect and reduce medical errors. Such an approach would facilitate the measurement studies needed to identify optimal instruments. Moreover, storing data using codes that disambiguate versions would allow for retrospective review and mining of data for possible errors. For example, the time required to read and answer questions, and details about the path that a subject takes through an instrument, can be used to identify systematic problems in the wording or presentation of questions. 40 This information can also be used to detect changes in the reliability and validity of instruments as they are deployed in new settings, populations, or languages.
One potential limitation is that the proposed recommendations would result in the generation of many new LOINC codes. For example, the authors have seen nearly two dozen unpublished BPRS variants, although an exact count would require a formal study. In the short term, this may seem more work than is cost effective, helpful, or reasonable. Although there would be many unique codes, there would also be hierarchies of related codes, thus allowing aggregation of data from different versions of instruments until measurement studies can be performed to assess whether items really measure the same concepts with similar sensitivity and specificity. Unfortunately, it may be many years before measurement studies are conducted that clarify the differences among the various versions of individual items. Thus, unless a schema like that proposed is used to represent and collect the data, it will be impossible to conduct these measurement studies, and a range of possible medical errors may go undetected.
One could also argue that storing tailoring and branching criteria within LOINC violates its purpose. Likewise, the proposed modification to the PanelElement could be questioned. LOINC traditionally classifies collected data, not presented information. However, since tailoring can alter the meaning and reference range of variables, it is appropriate for LOINC to distinguish among variants that have differing tailoring criteria. Moreover, since classification schemata for presented information are lacking, LOINC may be a reasonable place to start.
If such an approach is adopted, additional research is needed to model the metadata required to robustly describe instruments. Further research and modeling also are needed to describe the schema for associating context with values in a postcoordinated fashion; and for identifying the amount of detail that might be valuable for measurement studies.
These proposed extensions to the LOINC naming schema have a great potential to facilitate the computerization of instruments and their linkage to electronic medical repositories. They might also evolve into a standard for representing assessment instruments.
Conclusion
The laudable goal of creating a standard representation of assessment instruments to support sharing and re-use can be hampered by differences in implementations that affect the reliability and validity of the measured constructs. This article proposes four extensions to the LOINC semantic schema to support the disambiguation of versions of instruments along the axes of wording, question ordering, and presentation styles: (1) use the Dialogix schema to codify the definition of assessment instruments and the variables they measure, (2) remove the recent survey-specific extensions to LOINC, (3) extend the meaning of LOINC Panels to support the definition of entire instruments, and (4) extend the syntax of the LOINC Method element to distinguish among versions of and acquisition modes for standard instruments. The feasibility of this model is affirmed by the fact that it is a subset of one used by an existing tool that has WHITE, HAUAN, LOINC for Support of Standardized Assessment Instruments implemented a broad range of psychiatric instruments. Such extensions could facilitate the process of conducting measurement studies. In addition, this model could help reduce medical errors caused by comparing data from unreliable instruments.
